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CAAA bolsters its Audit division appointing well know Sydney Auditor Ruzbeh Desai Director
of its Audit Practice
Commercial Associates (CAAA) are delighted to announce their recent merger with C S A Partners
Audit and Assurance. C S A have merged into CAAA’s existing Audit division to enable them to move
forward as CAAA Audit & Assurance, focusing on both private and public company Audits.
“For too long now the large private companies of Australia have been over charged and
underserviced by the top end of town, the addition of CSA to our group, gives CAAA more capacity to
provide a compelling alternative to those companies that have had enough” Said Fleming
Stojanovski, Chief Executive Officer, CAAA.
The driving force behind the merger of the two firms was an unprecedented growth in the large
private company business and a commonality of values, principles and standards. The CSA brand
continues but will be refocused as a specialist SMSF audit business. Ruzbeh Desai will head up both
divisions.
“The merger of C S A Professionals with Commercial Associates has been an excellent strategy of
drawing upon the strengths of the two firms to maximize their business opportunities while addressing
their weaknesses to minimize their business threats” Said Ruzbeh.
“Adding such a well know and well regarded director as Ruzbeh to the firm is quite a victory, our team
and clients are delighted to be working with him” Said Fleming Stojanovski, CEO CAAA.
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About Commercial Associates
Commercial Associates (CAAA) is a large boutique accounting and advisory firm, with a full service offering for corporate
and individual clients. Commercial Associates has been recognised as one of Australia's Top 100 Accounting Firms by
Business Review Weekly, and nationally as one of the fastest growing. CAAA has offices in Sydney CBD, Parramatta and
Penrith, and specialises in Strategic Tax Advice, Asset Protection, Business Services, Audit and Assurance, Private Wealth
Management, Cloud Technologies, Corporate Finance, and Forensic Services.
www.caaa.biz
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